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President's Report
As the rest of the world
went nuts in 2018, the
Blacks continued to
do what the Blacks
do best: provide an
environment in which
young men and women
can thrive; play footy
for the love of it, fairly
and in fine spirit; and
win premierships (Onya
Lozza and her Tradies
– what a thrill; our 101st
premiership)!.

lost so many players from last

leave us in 2019. We will miss

year’s premiership team; the

them. We wish them well.

joy and enthusiasm of the div

Super coach Alan Greer departed

3 girls despite a 1/11 record;

permanently, but not before the

the outstanding performances

60’s crew had the opportunity

across the men’s teams; brilliant

to lunch with him (fittingly at the

individual performances

Queen’s Head), share publicly

(Woodsy’s 11 goals in his

their palpable respect for him,

comeback game following open

and listen to his wise words one

heart surgery was incredible,

more time. It was a moving and

except that it actually happened);

inspiring reunion, celebration, and

the multiple AU Sport Blues and

farewell.

club letters recipients; several
more AFLW draftees (Jess
Edwards and Ebony O’Dea);

Perhaps most importantly in

multiple team of the year

contrast to much of the rest of

representatives; intervarsity; and

the world, the Blacks continue

the various social and special

to be a shining example

events we do so well. Award

of community at its best,

winners and Life Member and Hall

fundamentally steeped in respect,

of Fame inductees are celebrated

cooperation, inclusiveness, giving,

elsewhere in this excellent

and fun; both on-field and off.

publication. Congrats to all.

We are again indebted to our
generous sponsors: Platinum
sponsors the Queen’s Head
Hotel, Dadds Jandy Lawyers, and
Adelaide University Sport; Gold
Sponsors Taylor Collison, Carpe
Diem Houseboats, and Thomas
Foods; and our many valued
Silver and Bronze sponsors,
preferred suppliers, player

So much goes on in this footy

sponsors, and other donors.

club in a single season. There

Many fine folk contributed in

were notable highlights of

myriad ways to the fabric of the

course: the div 1R women’s

World’s Greatest Football Club

premiership; the performance

in 2018. Grateful thanks to all.

of the div 1 women having

Several pivotal contributors will
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2019
Preparations for 2019 have
been in motion since before
the final siren sounded on the
Chardonnays’ Prelim. Recruiting
is in full-swing and coaching
teams are being assembled.
Men’s pre-season starts on 5
December. The Exec is grateful
to have Andrew Leunig on board
to help us identify and work on
key ‘governance’ issues. Top of
the agenda is to consolidate both
ovals (and eventually 3) at Bob
Neil #1, together with improved
facilities.
I look forward to seeing many
of you, together with many new
faces, at the AGM in February, and
at the President’s Keg in April, if
not sooner. Carn the Blacks.

Michael Dadds
President

AUFC Annual Report 18
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Executive Committee 2018
President
Michael Dadds

General Member
Sam Bridgwood
(Vice President Representative )

Chairman
Peter Sharley

General Member
Janne Filmer
(and Chair of Historical
Committee)

Director of Men’s Operations
Adrian Howard
General Member
Matt Allen

Director of Women’s
Operations
Wayne Abrey
Men’s Player Representative
Jackson Dearing

Treasurer
Sam Pittman
(ceased June 2018)
Simon Lewis
(started August 2018)

8
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Men’s Player Representative
Eddie Dadds

Women’s Player
Representative
Nicole Collie

Women’s Player
Representative
Georgia Taylor

General Manager
Colin Casey

Marketing
Gabriel Sananda
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Treasurer’s Report
Dear Blacks
Enthusiasts, I was
introduced as the
clubs treasurer
late in the season
following the
departure of Sam
Pittman to London.
I would like to thank
him for his hard
work as treasurer
for the club. I am
sure we will see you
back at the club
one day.

I would also like to thank the

To everyone in the Blacks

countless volunteers involved with

community, the club would love

the club. Whether it be helping as

more support in the 2019 season

a coach, umpire, working behind

so any help with sponsorship or

the bar/canteen/BBQ, managing a

volunteer work would be greatly

team or any other role. Your work

appreciated. We can never have

is greatly appreciated. Volunteers

enough help!

are a huge part of what makes

I would also like to thank the 2018

our club great. Special mention
to Bob Miles and Bev Hunt, who
look after the bar and the canteen
each weekend.
Thanks also to the team at Moore
Stephens for assistance as the
Club’s accountant.

committee members for all their
hard work during the season,
supporting both Sam and myself
in the treasurer role.
Finally, congratulations to the
B grade women’s team on their
premiership this year. Let’s

Our financial year now runs from

hope the club can build on their

1 January until 31 December so

success and win plenty more in

I am unable to provide the 2018

2019.

financial statements until the AGM
Firstly, I would like to thank

early next year.

all the club sponsors for 2018.

The club will unfortunately make

The sponsorship group, led by

a small loss this financial year. A

Peter Sharley, were once again

strong focus of the budget next

instrumental in obtaining a

year will be on reducing costs

strong sponsorship backing for

with work has already started on

the club. I would particularly like

this. We are also developing a one

to thank our Platinum Sponsors

click club strategy that will make

which include our new home

all payments easier.

The Queens Head Hotel, Dadds
Jandy Lawyers and the AU
sports Association. I would also
like to thank our Gold Sponsors;
Taylor Collison, Thomas Foods
International and Carpe Diem
Houseboats – Dr Martin Altmann.
Thanks also to all our Silver
and Bronze Sponsors, of which
there are many, along with our
preferred suppliers. Your support
is invaluable.

Social functions throughout
the year were once again well
received. Let’s hope we can build
on them next year and really
boost numbers at events such as
the Blacks Ball.
Payment of subs were poor this
year and something that we must
execute a lot earlier next year.
Our one click club strategy should
hopefully help with this, as well
as enforcing an earlier payment
deadline so we are not chasing
subs late in the season.

10
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Simon Lewis
Treasurer

DIVISION 1 Smithy's Smelly #1's

INSERTS (L-R): Nicholas Langridge, Matthew Langridge, Eddie Dadds,
James Noske, Nick Cottrell.
BACK (L-R): Jackson Dearing, Ryan Marini, Sam Penniment, Charlie
Parker, Lewis Parker, Will Ballard, Simon Sharley, Todd Pfieffer, Jack
Keynes, Kane Daly, Josh Willis, Alex Moore, Duncan Macintosh, Daniel
Weekley (Runner).
FRONT (L-R): Michael Dadds (President), Adrian Howard (Football
Director), Monty Swift, Darcy Bateman, Damian Cunningham (Captain),
Craig Smith (Coach), Lukas Antoniadis, Ben Adams, Aidan Offe, Craig
Evans (Team Manager), Peter Sharley (Chairman).
12
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Most Improved
Sangster Medalist:

Seventh

Ben Adams

Coach:

Best Fresher Male –
Will Ballard

Craig Smith
Captain:
Damian Cunningham
Best and Fairest:

Most Effective –
Charlie Parker
Leading Goal Kicker –
Nicholas Langridge
Team Manager:
Craig Evans

Todd Pfeiffer
R/U B&F:

Matthew Langridge
Best Team Man:
Eddie Dadds
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Coach's Report
The start of a new
season is always
an exciting time.
For me this was
particularly true
in 2018. Returning
to the greatest
football club in
the world and
being given the
opportunity to lead
the A grade was a
dream come true!
We decided to begin the
pre-season in low key
fashion with a couple
sessions before Christmas.
They were reasonably
attended and the boys
who did attend showed
great enthusiasm. The
pre-season period did see
the departure of several
experienced players. Losing
players of the calibre of
Seb Paynter and Michael
Taylor was always going
to be problematic, but
the development of some
excellent young talent as
well as a return to fitness
for some existing personnel
meant there was a sense of
optimism as we went into
the January phase of the
preseason program.

14
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Unfortunately, the
attendance for this critical
preparation phase of the
season did not match
the enthusiasm. This was
the first (of many) times
I heard a phrase I am
keen to redefine……”that’s
typical Uni” That being
said the boys who did
train consistently trained
well and I am confident
they benefited from the
continuity of work. One of
the early themes was to
encourage a less passive
approach to the training
program. As the weeks
passed the numbers
slowly grew as did the
fitness level of the players
attending training. This
culminated with the
challenge of playing the
reigning premiers in round
1. We spoke a lot during
the year about embracing
a challenge and that was
the way we approached
this game. The early
signs in that game were
promising when we got out
to a 5 goal lead. Rostrevor
eventually ran over us,
but there was plenty of
encouraging signs.
We then won 5 games in
a row. Close wins against
Henley at Henley and Prince
Alfred at home helped
build resilience and belief
in the game style. We also
accounted for Modbury,

Athelstone and Pt Districts
reasonably comfortably, so
at 5 and 1 we were second
on the ladder and starting
to believe that finals were a
genuine possibility.

We then came up against
a committed confident and
organised Tea Tree Gully
at home and they blew us
away! I think it’s fair to say
we were intimidated that
day and they taught us a
lesson in how hard division
one can be. Consistency
of effort in every contest
is super important against
the strongest teams in this
competition. After the first
bye we regrouped and went
to Payneham. We certainly
had our chances to win this
game but just fell short.
This was followed by a
disappointing performance
at Goodwood in poor
conditions. Goodwood and
Goodwood oval appeared
to be a puzzle we just
couldn’t solve.

The second half of the year
was frustrating in many
respects. An average of
three to four changes each
week meant we could
not settle at either end of
the ground. I am certain
this contributed to our
inconsistent performances.
We competed strongly
against Rostrevor for most
the game. We were 4
goals ahead of Athelstone
in the third quarter and
capitulated disappointingly.
We were undermanned
when we went to Pt
Districts and fell well short
before gaining a heartening
win against Modbury.

Round 14 against Prince
Alfred was probably our
most disappointing day.
We were uncompetitive
(particularly in our
defensive efforts) when the
game was on the line early
and this meant we were
now part of the relegation
battle, and finals were
almost out of the question.
We were competitive
against Tea Tree Gully out
at Perteringa and once
again had chances to
win against Payneham,

despite eventually losing
by four goals.We headed
into the last two games
requiring at least one win
to avoid relegation. What
we delivered in the last two
weeks was encouraging,
head scratching and at
times breathtakingly good.
A committed, confident
and organised unit
comfortably accounted for
Henley. Then in round 18,
for the first time in over
4000 days we cracked the
Goodwood Saints puzzle.
This victory was particularly
pleasing. No other team
had kicked 14 goals against
the very defensively
minded Goodwood who
were playing for a home
final! We clearly played
with the confidence of a
team with nothing to lose,
but I believe it was a sign
of what we were capable
of. It should be noted the
tactical input of senior
assistant Daryl Spencer in
this game was significant.
His knowledge and insight
to the Goodwood style
and personnel made a
considerable difference.
On reflection, it is difficult
to categorise our season.
We played 34 players in the
A grade and did not have
a single player who played
every game. We had too
many players miss games
avoidably. The upside
of this is that we able to
provide opportunity to

several guys who had had
little A grade experience
as well as having several
A grade debuts. We look
forward to watching further
development from guys like
Alex Moore and Duncan
McIntosh going forward.

We certainly missed
opportunities to win
several games but I am
sure all teams who are not
playing finals will say that.
I came back to the blacks
with one clear goal. That
was to take the A grade
back to the finals. In that
regard we failed, and that
is a burden that should sit
heavily on all involved with
the A grade during the off
season as well as providing
motivation to prepare for
next season even better. I
feel we have made some
improvements in terms of
culture and game style.
We averaged 64 points
per game which is 10 less
than in 2017. A definite area
of focus for improvement
next year. On the plus side,
we conceded an average
of 75 points a game, an
improvement of nearly two
goals per game.
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For us to return to finals
action in 2019 a concerted
effort must be made in
terms of improving the
culture of this playing
group even further. An
attention to detail, and a
driving of higher standards
from within is critical. An
integral part of this is in
developing our leaders
and emerging leaders. To
be successful in Division
1 a ruthless approach is
needed and commitment to
the cause non-negotiable.
After coaching this group
for a year, I have no
doubt we are capable of
competing week in and
week out. All that is needed
now is for the players to
demand this from each
other for the entirety of the
season to come.
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the
committee for the support
they provided me and the
A grade group throughout
the season. Particularly
Adrian Howard, Colin
Casey Michael Dadds and
Daniel Weekley for all the
selfless work they put in.
Daryl Spencer, Tom Davies
and Matthew Allen also
provided considerable
intellectual property and
support to help coach
the team. My sister Tania
provided the team with
statistics every week and

16
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her support is always
appreciated. Can I also
thank the partners, families
and friends of all the
players who support the
players, and in particular
my wife Leanne and
children Imogen and Ella for
their excellent barracking
and moral support all year.
The planning for season
2019 is already underway.
It will begin with trying to
retain all current players
as well as doing some
targeted recruiting. I
encourage all friends of
Smithy’s Smelly #2’s to
enjoy the break but prepare
for an assault on the
competition in 2019. We
begin our climb back into
the finals on December 5th.
May Bob be with you.

Craig Smith
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DIVISION 1R Jumbo & his Princes

BACK (L-R): Craig Evans (Team Manager), Michael Heath, Monty
Swift, Jackson Dearing, Toby Maughan, Sam Penniment, Duncan
Macintosh, Jamie Budenberg, Alex Moore, Peter Abrey (Team
Support), Adrian Howard (Football Director).
FRONT (L-R): Peter Sharley (Chairman), Callum Axford, Sam Price,
Matthew Allan (Captain), Joshua Stewart, Kalon Green, Charlie
Dadds, Michael Dadds (President).

18
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:
Sixth (missed out by 1
goal).
Coach:

Best Team man:
Max Jamieson
Team Manager:
Craig Evans

Tom (Dad) Davies
Captain:
Matthew (Carlton
Ruckman) Allan
Best and Fairest:

Toby (Maughan Thiem)
Maughan
R/U B&F:

Sam (the Pig) Penniment
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Coach's Report
A year that defined
the four seasons,
but in footy terms,
the good, the bad,
the ugly, and the
rollercoaster. The
Children once again
showed some of
the best football
in the competition,
closely followed
by some less than
impressive footy.
We started the year as
a club slightly down on
personnel, with the usual
departures for cash,
interstate and overseas
work opportunities, and
the ever present 3-6 month
‘life’s journey’ (aka skiing,
European summer).
On the flip side we
welcomed to the club a
number of ‘born in 2000’
members. This was a
scary sight, as a few of
us reminisced about our
millennium experiences,
which included full worded
text of our planned
Saturday nights on a Nokia
2410, and actually having
an involved conversation
at the pub whilst talking
to females…that’s a novel
concept in 2018.
Today’s 2000 kids only
communicate via one of
85 apps you can download

20
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on your android, so in 2018
Dad needed to come up
to speed and realise mindreading is the new form
of communication. It’s not
what they say, nor how they
say it, it’s what they didn’t
say, and how they didn’t
say it. Therefore, just prior
to the season, feeling this
challenge, I popped down
to the State Library and
updated myself on the 80’s
guru of body language,
Allan Pease. This greatly
assisted Dad from round
1 to round 11, after which
things went a little pear
shaped, and the body cues
became a little hard to
read with 7-8 changes each
week.

Do you think when a player
vomits pre-game, the
body language is nerves
or a big Friday night out?
Allan Pease didn’t have an
answer in his book on this
topic.
Anyway, the season in a
snapshot:
Round 1 and 2 a disaster.
Didn’t help Dad filling out in
one of the games. This was
the bad.

Round 3 versus Henley was
a highlight. They were top
and smashed teams in the
first 2 rounds. We had been
comprehensively beaten.
We headed down to Henley
and only allowed 2 goals
against, going on to win by
7 goals. This was the good,
and good lasted another 7
rounds.
Round 12 loss to Port
District was a bitter pill to
swallow, and highlighted
cracks in the Children’s
game and mental strength.
Expecting to win, and
actually winning are two
different things. This again
demonstrated the bad.
Round 14 against PAC was
F…ing ugly. PAC with only 2
wins for the season ran over
us in the last 10 minutes of
the game. It was a game
we rue, as it cost us finals,
and Dad believes it cost the
Children a Premiership.

From round 14
everything was hard, and
performances showed.
Against PNU the Children
capitulated in the wet in
the first half to be 6 goals
down. In a 12 minute stretch
in the third quarter, the
Children slammed on 7

goals and got over the line.
This was a rollercoaster
moment.

a taste, which is great
for the club and player
development.

was to Cam Bancroft. Hope
the golf game improved
Max.

A narrow loss to Henley at
home hurt, but the knife
was sunk in round 18 when
we conceded 2 goals in the
last 3 minutes of the game
against the Sinners. It was
these 2 goals, along with
numerous other moments
during the year that cost
the Children a finals spot by
0.001%. Henley went on to
win the flag, and the only
solace in that, is Goodwood
lost.

New faces to the club that
added flair, ability, and a
future. This included Stef,
Alex Moore, Sam Mac,
Pricey to name a few.

Well done to the trophy
winners, particularly Toby
Maughan who won the
B&F. A very consistent year
from a player who can play
higher.

On a personal note I
would like to thank the B
grade leadership group.
A tremendous group of
‘young’ men who shine on
and off the field, and will go
places in their professional
careers. Ably lead by Matt
Allan, and well supported
this year by Sladey, Jacko,
Jamo and the ever-present
Greeny. We say farewell to
Greeny, a great servant of
the Blacks.

Why was the season a
failure?
We didn’t play finals, after
last year competing in the
grand final.
We didn’t learn from 2017.
What was successful in the
season?
Classified ‘B graders’
playing A’s during the year,
and showing they deserve
to be there. This included
Jacko, Monty, Penni and
Sladey. A few others got

2019 provides an
opportunity for the club to
grow, move forward with
some old, some young and
hopefully some new faces.
The foundation is there with
some great performances
from the A and B grade
in 2018. However, that is
only as good as the players
make it. Put in the hard
yards at training, have fun
doing it, have fun pushing
each other. Stick together
on a Saturday night.
Success breeds success,
and only you the playing
group can make it happen.
As the Nike slogan says…
Just Do It.

Best of luck in your next
venture Greeny. You will be
missed, and I will miss our
chats.
To all the others who
assisted me week to week,
thank you. Pete, Ange, Evo
and Mr Ibiza, I couldn’t do
it without your assistance.
As for Max Parker, ‘yeah, I’ll
run for you in 2018’, he was
as helpful as David Warner

Tom Davies
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DIVISION 1 Box Head and His A-Grade Box
Cutters

BACK (L-R): Michael Dadds (President), Esther Boles, Tess Baxter, Paxton Mattner,
Anne Burns, Jo Hill, Taylor McKay, Nadia von Bertouch, Wayne Abrey
(Women’s Operations).
MIDDLE (L-R): Lauren Christensen (Assistant Coach), Jess Wilson, Lauren Jones,
Suzanne Holliday, Eboni Tiller, Ellen D’allesandro, Taylor Hand, Julie Power, Morgan
Knight, Gigi Dadds, Locky Sandford (Assistant Coach).
FRONT (L-R): Matilda Zander, Alex Fitridge, Ebony O’Dea, Georgia Taylor, Guy
Ridgway (Coach), Kelly Barltrop (Captain), Nicole Collie, Zahn Anthony, Cassie Glover.

22
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best in Finals:
Nicole Collie

Second. Lost Grand Final.
Coach:

Best Fresher Female:
Esther Boles

Guy Ridgway

Captain:

Best Team Woman:
Tess Baxter

Kelly Barltrop
Best and Fairest:

Matilda Zander

R/U B&F:

Rhianna Peate
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Coach's Report
Pre season started
in early January
2018 with 40 plus
returning and new
players. It was great
to see so many out
on the first night
with such keenness
and willingness to
jump straight in and
to prepare for the
upcoming season.
In this mix we had players
with experience and
some that had not kicked
a football before but
managed to adjust training
to suit and that benefited
everyone.
Pre season remained
upbeat and headed
strongly toward the
beginning of the season,
unearthing major talent
with in the new players.
Before long game 1 of the
season was upon us and
selection was difficult
as there were so many
deserving players. This was
a good problem to have.
Unfortunately we did not
get the result that we were
looking for from round one
or two, but come round
3 we got our first win for
the year against Christies
Beach, which then gave us
our momentum for the year.
From here, we went on to

24
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win 9 more games for the
season for us to finish on 10
wins and 5 losses and have
us sitting 2nd on the ladder
leading into finals.
Our first final was against
Morphettville Park with the
winner proceeding directly
into the grand final. Our
girls on the day jumped out
to a 3 goal lead at the first
break and continued on to
win and gain the week off
for a well deserved rest.
Heading into the grand final
with confidence, we started
extremely well and heading
into the last quarter of the
game with an eleven point
lead and the girls feeling
confident. Unfortunately we
had suffered some injuries
throughout the game and
were overrun in the last by
a truly deserving Salisbury
Women’s Football Club.
As it was disappointing
not to come away with the
win on the last game of the
year, I was so proud how
our team performed under
adversity.
It is interesting to see some
of the statistics from 2018.

- Only 10 girls played in
the 2018 Grand Final after
playing in the 2017 Grand
Final. 12 girls from the 2017
Grand final did not play.
Milestone games
Kayla Edwards 50 Adelaide
Uni Club Games
Nicole Collie 50 Adelaide
Uni Club Games
Georgia Taylor 100 SAWFL
Games
Esther Boles 50 SAWFL
Games
Julie Power 200 SAWFL
Games
In conclusion it has been an
absolute pleasure to coach
the Division one women’s
team in 2018. To see the
enthusiasm and willingness
to learn and the genuine
compassion and care
that these young women
have for their fellow team
members and volunteers
involved in the club was
inspirational. Thank you
to the Adelaide University
Football club for the
opportunity to coach such
a wonderful team.

- 24 Debutants in the
Division 1 team
- 45 players played 1 or
more division one games
- 20 players who played
Division 1 in 2017, did not
return to the club. Some
were drafted, some played
in the VFL.

Guy Ridgway
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DIVISION 1R Lozza And Her Dodgy Tradies

INSERTS: Sarah Watherston (Captain).
BACK (L-R): Michael Dadds (President), Lucy Hammond, Jess Wilson,
Gigi Dadds, Cassie Glover, Taylor Hand, Sally Steele, Chloe Wanklyn,
Rachelle Ferber, Ellen D’allesandro, Stephanie Carnell, Wayne Abrey
(Women’s Operations), Locky Sandford (Assistant Coach).
FRONT (L-R): Lauren Jones, Megan Lock, Eboni Tiller, Morgan
Knight, Lauren Christensen (Coach), Suzanne Holliday, Julie Power,
Kym Holliday, Isabelle Tucker

26
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best in Finals:
Jessica Wilson

Top. Won Premiership!
Best Team Woman:
Coach:

Rachelle Ferber

Lauren Christensen
Captain:

Team Manager:
Wayne Abrey

Sarah Watherston
Best and Fairest:

Abby Pengelly
R/U B&F:

Jessica Wilson
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Coach's Report
We were very
excited to be part
of the first Women’s
Division 1 reserves
team. We went into
preseason with a
very new bunch of
players with a lot
of talent that they
were waiting to
unleash..
With a mix of experience
and first year players, we
got off to a flying start.
The girls showed a great
dominance over the
competition. Because of
this we had a good chance
to teach the girls some
basic structures, which lead
to a real strong hold over
the competition. As the
girls built up their skill, they
started knocking on door
of the division 1 team and
even a few girls getting a
chance to play. By the end
of the season we went into
the finals with only 1 loss by
5 points. In the first round
of finals we played a strong
game and were lucky
enough to go straight into
the grand final.
Having a very
inexperienced team going
into the grand final, lets just
say nerves took over in the
first half.

28
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The girls got off to a slow
start, which meant we were
trailing at quarter time,
half time and three-quarter
time. we had worked hard
to get the deficit down to
5 points going into the last
quarter and the girls were
up and about. We knew the
girls would have the legs
in the last and with a lot of
gut running and team work,
the girls came home with
the win!
To trail the whole game and
to get the win, I couldn’t be
prouder as a coach. To have
such a young bunch of girls,
and some experienced the
blacks got the job done.
For most girls it was a fairy
tale first year that ended
with the biggest price of
all….. being premiers.
It was also a year that
will put the blacks into
the history books as
the inaugural Division 1
Reserves Premiers Season.

Lauren Christensen
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DIVISION 3 The Postie and Her Job Sharers

INSERTS: Charlotte Proudman.
BACK (L-R): Michael Dadds (President), Courtney Donaldson, Gigi
Dadds, Alex Ross, Olivia Gerhardy, Brianna Watson, Sally Steele,
Maaike Williams, Nicola Esselbach, Cassie Glover, Megan Jones,
Wayne Abrey (Women’s Operations), Lucy Hammond..
FRONT (L-R): Isabelle Tucker, Stephanie Carnell, Morgan Knight,
Megan Lock, Lauren Christensen (Assistant Coach), Tess Baxter
(Coach), Louisa White (Captain), Emma Rowe, Emma Forrest, Isabel
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best Team Woman:
Megan Lock

Seventh
Coach:
Tess Baxter
Captain:
Tiff Lee

Best and Fairest:

Charlotte Proudman

R/U B&F:

Louisa White
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Coach's Report
What a year for the
Koala’s. We may
have hit the deck
far more than the
scoreboard, but we
certainly had fun
along the way. We
had a team chockfull of fresh Blacks
who were very
eager to have fun
and learn.
Trainings consisted of
mainly basic skills and lots
of game play, where the
ladies got the opportunity
to put their learnings in to
play.
Our first game saw us come
up against one of the new
teams in Mawson Lakes.
Although they were new,
they had some experienced
girls who could certainly
play footy. The fresh
Division 3 girls put up a
great fight, getting their
first goal on the board and
holding the opposition up
at every turn. Young Gigi
Dadds delighted fans with
her dash, and Louisa White
lead from the front in her
first match as captain.
The following matches
followed suit, with other
teams managing a bit more
finish than the Koalas,
but their fight never died
out. We manager to snag
a win in the first half of
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the season and got better
and better each week. A
development machine,
the Div 3 girls were the
backbone of the Blacks
girls pushing player after
player up the ranks. Gigi
“Dasher” Dadds and
Mikayla aka Dusty were
among those sent up to
the 1 Reserves, along with
Issy who showed significant
improvement throughout
the year.
In the final few weeks of
the season everything
seemed to click in to place.
The Koalas were latching
on to tackles like never
before and each game we
were creeping closer. Willa
Matchett had mastered
the wing and was starting
to receive the ball on
the outside allowing us
to outrun our Division 3
counterparts and Rochelle
Gardiner was starting to get
her hands on the ball in the
ruck. Unfortunately, disaster
stuck when Digger, Tess
Giltrap and young Olivia
had to leave us in the final
weeks. All three had been
fantastic in the second
half of the year. The saving
grace in the final round was
young Rachael Rolla, taking
on a tagging job head on
and mastering the role. The
girl can run!!!
The highlight of the season
was no doubt the bin goal
by star Koala Ciara “Daisy
2.0” Fanning-Walsh. She
slotted one into the bin

after training after a mere
30 mins of effort from all
grades. She certainly held
the coaches to a promise
of a prize, receiving some
choccie and an R2-D2 plush
for her efforts.
A big congratulations to
Charlotte Proudman, a
great person and very
deserved winner of the Best
and Fairest. Louisa White
came a close second after
a stellar season. Louisa also
did a great job as a leader,
sharing the Captains badge
between herself and the
always fabulous Meghan.
Lastly, thanks to all of the
other Blacks players who
helped out over the year
and huge thank you to
Lauren Christensen who
took time out from her 1R
coaching duties to assist
on numerous occasions.
Lauren also coined the term
Koala’s for the Division 3
girls, which was a great fit
for our group.
We hope to see all the
Koala’s back in 2019!

Tess Baxter
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DIVISION C1 The Chardonnay Socialists

INSERT: Dom Davis.
BACK (L-R): Sam Parker (Runner), Adrian Howard, Callum Axford,
Lachlan Schatto, Sam Price, Simon Pearson, Matthew Deutron, Daniel
Polkinghorn, Andrew Alesci.
FRONT (L-R): Wayne King, Charlie Dadds, Anthony Vallelonga,
Michael Heath, Callum Rohde (Coach), Nick Heath (Coach), Cam
Lane, Dan Arkun, Alex Moore.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best in Finals:
Innes MacPhail

Second. Lost Prelim.
Coach:

Best Team Man:
Matthew Deutrom

Callum Rhohde
Team Manager:
Captain:
Matt Stuart
Best and Fairest:

Dirty
Physio:
Jo Richardson

Andrew Alesci
R/U B&F:

Innes MacPhail
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Coach's Report
The Chardonnay
Socialists (C1)
2018 season can
be likened to
the Chardonnay
Socialists (C1) 2018
season report; a
few highlights in an
otherwise lacklustre
and ultimately
disappointing affair.
While demons and traumatic
memories were incinerated at
the inaugural Chards ‘wake’ on
the greentop pitch of BN#1, in a
moving ritual led by the Chards
clergy Fr. Shagga and Br. Stu, we
will provide a brief snapshot of
the season that was...
Season stats:
W:12 L: 4
Finished minor rd: 2nd
Finals: W: 1, L: 2
Prizes: ‘Fuck all’
Pre Season Hype:
After another typically
disappointing grand final loss
to Modbury (“we don’t like..”) in
2017, new coaches Rohde and
Heath were appointed and had
the phones running hot with
keen new recruits. Park 10 was a
buzz come December with huge
numbers on the track (credit to
the women’s teams!). Meanwhile,
a small group met for a typically
casual kick, catch and drink, but
mainly to talk about how good we
were looking for 2018. Additions
included A-grade legends Alesci
& Bankes, evergreen stalwart
Dom Davis, solid additions to
the backline in Deutrom, Daniel
and Parente, and exciting new
youngsters Schatto, Price (in a
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strange teacher-student trade
courtesy of Polkas) and Axford.
Things were looking peachy for
the clubs ‘new’ C grade - ‘the
Chards grade’.

blooded Dan Byrne. Malcolm
Blyth was driving a Rolls Royce
but moving like a 1981 Hyundai
without wheels. The beauty of the
Chards however, is that former
champions are always ready
and willing to lend a hand and
fill in for a week when needed Venning, Davies, Howard, Hallion,
Katsaros, Mulvihill, Cameron all
joined us for a kick and a beer
when the mornings were at their
coldest deep into Uni holidays.

Good Start:
Our first game came quicker than
Rhys Daniel’s old teammates,
with things suddenly not looking
so peachy as 2017 B&F winner
Josh Schutz came off the ground
with a broken jaw and 2017 B&F
Runner-up BJ followed shortly
with a broken wrist. Despite these
downers, there were some solid
signs. At 10-1, some Chards were
perhaps distracted designing
premiership tattoos, starting a
black market beanie racket and
planning post-grand final karaoke
lock-ins, and a mid-season slump
saw us drop 2 more games to
sudden contenders PAC and Pt
Districts. Our focus quickly turned
to Henley, who sat atop the table
for the majority of the year.

Challenges:
The Chards began to find life as
the ‘middle kid’ of the club was
not like it used to be. Good young
players didn’t go unnoticed on
the big stage of BN#1. Big timber
in Budenberg and Moore quickly
impressed, and were snapped up
by the B grade, joining Chards-

Season Defining:
A lift in team spirits, increased
numbers on the track and
some handy returns from injury
propelled our late-season form as
we set our sights on the final two
games - Henley and Goodwood.
We played far and away our most
inspiring game against ladderleaders Henley, gritting our teeth
and getting over the line by 4
points in a thriller at BN#1. This
gave us a renewed enthusiasm
heading towards the major round.
With one challenge to go,
we followed up with possibly
our season lowlight against
Goodwood. Kicking a paltry 2.15,
we squandered chances to sew
up the game by half time, giving
Goodwood the win and a double
chance. Despite beating them a
week later in the First Semi-Final,
they went on to win the flag,
while the Chards simply ran out
of legs and troops on the late
September concrete.

Social Pages/Highlights:

‘Winyl’ - a new event on the
calendar (a new take on ‘vinyl
& brisket). Wine + Vinyl. Keep it
simple, stupid.
Tour de Chard #3 - fast becoming
the most legendary race on 2
wheels, this winter classic snaked
its way through the backstreets of
the Chards homeland - Adelaide’s
inner-west. Cycle X, Street ball in
the ‘rage cage’, table-tennis and a
team sprint finale were the order
of events.
Suit & Soup - Wayne King’s real
Birthday, Christmas and Bar
Mitzvah all rolled into one. A
legendary event spanning near on
2 decades now. Some highlights
included a Katsaros Greek potion,
the usual Jerky wars, Snoozin
Sam Parker’s German broth, and
a Scary Killer/Cohen homebrew
Coffee Stout collab. A lowlight
was Polkas’ early exit after
scolding his daughter before
he’d even sampled the steaming
nectar. For the record - best
dressed was the SANFL chairman
of the pies, Zac Hambour.
Milestones:
200 games: Andrew Alesci
150 games: Daniel Polkinghorne,
Michael Heath
100 games: Rob Calley, Nick
Heath, Cam’ron Lane
Congratulations:
Our heartfelt thanks,
congratulations and love to Club
legend Jo Richardson, who was
recently inducted into the AUFC
Hall of Fame. Her efforts as a
volunteer for many years at the
club do not go unnoticed, and
as a current team physio for the
Chards, she dedicates countless
hours to keeping the boys on
the park each week. We hope to
share many more glasses of postgame bubbly in the future!
Nick Heath #17
Callum Rohde #6
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DIVISION C3 The B@stards

BACK (L-R): Hugh Mugford, Seamus Conheady, Daniel Weekley, Tom
Reynolds, Sam Morton, James Davies, Nick Birchall.
FRONT (L-R): Mitchell Verprek, Seb Gray, Ash Di Silvio, Darren Holst
(Coach), Sam Arnfield (Captain), Fraser Thomson, David Mates,
Charlie Dadds, Daniel Currie.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best in Finals:
Tom Milton

Second. Lost Semi Final
Coach:

Best Team Man:
Hugh Mugford (is a nerd)

Darren Holst
Captain:
Sam Arnfield
Vice Captain:
Hugh Mugford
Best and Fairest:

Jock Forbes
R/U B&F:

Alex Buckby
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Coach's Report
increasing the teams new
found depth was a talented
group of fleet footed
C-men and their spiritual
leader The Pimp.

The Bastard’s
Juggernaut carried
on it’s exceptional
form from
September to our
first game of the
season against an
even uglier and and
angrier suburban
mob than those
guys from Hopeless
Valley.
On that beautiful April
Saturday morning, on the
lush green deck of Bob
Neil #1 Tom Reynolds was
caught in deep thought,
normally only reserved for
5:51 on a Sunday morning;
“Gee.. this Portland mob
look average. I hope for
Mugford’s sake they don’t
figure out that he is a
massive nerd, otherwise
they might eat him
for breakfast like Lord
Olgameth would those
pesky Space Cowboys..”
Alas for all of Tom’s
worrying it was another
Hugh that preoccupied
Portland’s short attention
span for most of the
morning, with Hugh Woods
kicking a lazy 11 goals in
an outstanding return to
the game after time away
from the game due to heart
surgery.
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At the mid point of the
season, we found ourselves
in third position, with
many performances
commendable without
being exceptional. It was
openly acknowledged that
Flinders Park would be the
benchmark of the division,
but were by no means
unbeatable.
Despite their best efforts
during the extended off
season and limited pre
season training, it turned
out that the Bastards had
barely missed a beat.
Several of our premiership
hero’s had departed,
some chasing A grade
glory and TD’s affection.
For others, career moves
interstate or overseas and
the glimmering lights of the
big smoke could no longer
be ignored. A new guard of
Bastards rose to take their
place, no less than 6 new
players to the club donned
the black and white V for
the first time. Sam Kerber
and Darren Leslie were
welcomed with open arms
early in the year, whilst the
jewels in SPOC’s B and C
grade crowns diligently
signed their transfer
paperwork throughout
the year, welcoming Jock
Forbes, Jock Blight and
Luc Minicozzi. Furthing

As with every football
team in history, injuries
started to take their bite
in the the second half of
the year, with tough losses
against Flinders Park and
Scotch OC, but coupled
with a strong win against
North Haven The Bastard’s
rode the wave of Brown
Cows, Vodka Cruisers,
the second rising of the
Phoenix and the hap hazard
updates posted on B-Rad
Davidson’s facebook page
into finals.
Finals was where things
started to get a little more
interesting… perhaps the
preceeding 12 months of
unrelenting drinking and
partying had finally caught
up the the squad, leading
to two, never before seen
scales of hangovers:

Hangover #1: Nausea and
headaches often caused by
way by sling tackling your
North Haven opponent into
the Largs Bay oval, being
red carded before the
Bastards lose in extra time.

to detoxify the bloodstream
so it uses water from
other parts of the body
including the brain to
do it. This causes body
cramps, uncomfortableness,
headaches, and other shit.

Can be identified by the
ashtray in ones mouth,
vomit on last night's
clothes,the want to never
drink or eat again,an
unread message from F@
ck Truck in your inbox,
the undesirable urge to
apologise to all the people
you spent the night with,
the unidentified physio in
your bed and need for a
glass of water.

Pretty much, its god's way
of saying "k lets sit down
and figure out what we
did last night" this often
results in the realization
of unwanted hook ups,
the discovery that you
will soon be a parent, and
the realisation that the
Bastard’s Finals campaign
ended two weeks short of
where everyone wanted it
to.

Hangover #2: This is the
perfect example of the
phrase, “No good deed
goes unpunished.”

In all seriousness a great
year cannot be judged by
two events, once again it
was an absolute pleasure
to coach and guide these
outstanding young men on
and off of the field. See you
in 2019,

The good deed: You
elbowed the Scotch Wanker
whom was standing you
whilst your Captain was
lining up a shot at goal
to put the Bastards back
within 12 points halfway
through the third quarter.
The punishment: Red Card,
and 23 West Ends to numb
your body. In this hangover
the body is trying to cope
with the mass quantities of
alcohol consumed roughly
8 hours earlier. Your elbow
is sore and the liver needs

Mr Coach Chong
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DIVISION C4 The Brady Bunch

BACK (L-R): Daniel Weekly, Christopher McMichael, Charlie
Dempster, Thomas Blokland, Benjamin Weaver, Angus Crouch,
Declan Anderson, Samuel Beer, Hugh Mugford, Blake Ascione.
FRONT (L-R): Sam Lawrence, Callum Axford, Nick Birchall, James
Davies (Coach), Nick Lambe, Sebastian Hutchins, Mitchell Veprek,
Wayne Abrey (Team manager).
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best Team Man:
David Jaroszczuk

Sixth
Coach:

Most Improved:
Blake Ascione

James Davies
Captain:

Leading Goal Kicker:
Chris McMichael

Richard Lang
Vice Captain:
Jim Harrison & Zac
Turnbull
Best and Fairest:

Trainer:
Lee Stuart
Team Manager:
Wayne Abrey

Zac Turnbull
R/U B&F:

Daniel Gardner
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Coach's Report
The Brady Bunch
had a decent
season after
moving to the C4
competition from
the Division 7
Reserves.

Park in the last game of the year.

The leadership group of Richard

Gardner and Nick Whelan all

The Brady Bunch had a decent

Lang, Zac Turnbull and Jim

played their fiftieth games this

season after moving to the C4

Harrison helped the team

year with many of them playing

competition from the Division 7

through the last half of the year

most of them together. The Brady

Reserves. The Brady Bunch like

keeping spirits high. The more

Bunch is starting to build a strong

last year had an influx of new

experienced players of the team

foundation of experience with a

players, with sixteen first year

also stood up with Caleb Desmet

total of seven players who have

players coming into the team at

becoming a key leader of the

played fifty or more games for

various points throughout the

backline and Daniel Gardner

the club and most being together

year.

showing his experience in the

helping build a strong culture.

With so much change the season

midfield by helping direct the

This gives The Brady Bunch a

started well, with good wins

younger players. First year players

good look going forward to

against Para Hills and Glenunga as

Nick Birchall and Robert Perry

the 2019 season with a strong

well as an on the siren win against

really stood up and showed great

opportunity to build on this year

Colonel Light Gardens in the

leadership throughout the year

and give finals a shake.

first three rounds. The next three

motivating the boys and leading

Big thanks to Wayne Abrey who

rounds were less positive losing

the off field charge at social

to Edwardstown, SMOSH West

events and training.

Lakes and Salisbury all teams that

One of the joys of the season

weekends to help with taping and

would eventually play finals. The

was watching younger less

David Jaroszczuk for boundary

season from there was up and

experienced players taking the

umpiring in most games and all

down from there with the Brady

chances they were given and

others who helped out as goal

Bunch reaching the halfway point

standing up when numbers

umpire or match day official.

of the year with five wins and

were low. First year player Blake

sitting fifth. All was looking bright

Ascione became the teams

and happy but then, the dreaded

Mr Fixit playing back, forward

uni exam and holidays period

and everything in between and

hit and combined with injuries,

deservedly being the teams most

caused numbers to be hard to

improved player for 2018. Second

come by. Wins were hard to come

year player Thomas Blokland

by and being short for almost

showed good potential in the

every game we only managed

ruck and up forward when given

two more wins for the year. One

the chance and came along

was a forfeit against Para Hills and

in leaps and bounds with skill

the other being against Eastern

development and confidence.
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There were patches that showed
what the team was capable of
such as the last quarter against
Salisbury at Bob Neil #2, but
due to the lack of experience of
playing together these patches
would only last a quarter.

There are plenty of positives to
take into to next year with many
of the players who started off
as ring-ins ending up becoming
reliable and regular players.
Richard Lang, Zac Turnbull, Jim
Harrison, Caleb Desmet, Daniel

was team manager and umpire,
Lee Stuart for giving up his

James Davies
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DIVISION C6 The Scum

BACK (L-R): Chris McMichael, Chris Gray, Jonathon Becker, Blake
Ascione, Adrian Howard, Daniel Currie, Daniel Polkinghorne.
FRONT (L-R): Jordan Allen, Harry Wise, Sam Lawrence, Angus
Crouch, Ethen Bering Charlie Dadds.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:
Sixth

Best Team Man:
Quenton Bedeau

Coach:
Nathan & Tony Lawrence

Captain:
Nathan Lawrence
Vice Captain/s:
Rob Malinaskas
Best and Fairest:

Sam Lawrence
R/U B&F:

Christopher Molineux
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Coach's Report
While the season
wasn’t as successful
as we would like to
be by not making
finals, in typical
scum fashion we
lost the first 4
games of the year
and were playing
catch up for the
rest yet still finished
strongly being
pipped for finals by
a very stacked and
strong ROC’s team.
(who made the
GF)..
We unearthed some quality
new talent along with the
standard inconsistent Scum
performer we had 2 players
play every game (Slorry &
Chesson) and played around
50 players total which is
very low for the Scum but
also very hard to create a
constant side. Some of our
old blokes really lead the way
out there with a couple of
serious cameos by Clint Rule
in his 104th straight season at
the blacks.
Some massive milestone with
the scum this year as well as
some decent bags of goals.
Big bags of goals for the year
were JR kicking 9, Molly 8
& Pete Mally 7. Substantial
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milestones this year
throughout the scum with all
milestone games resulting
in a win. The second to last
game of the year at Mawson
Lakes saw Simon Lewies
playing his 250th, Pete Mally
150th & JR 100th. Tofan
playing his 200th against
Mawson Lakes at Bob Neil
#1 in a massive 30 gaol win
& Wolver playing his 150th
at Bob Neil 2 against North
Haven in another solid win.
As my tender as Scum coach
comes to an end I would like
to thank everyone for the
support over the couple of
years. some special mentions
to those who helped with
umpiring, Bunny Warren,
Greeny, Rambo, Jimmy &
Sniffer for putting his hand
up first every week to help
out with boundary. And last
but not least Maddy for being
there every week as well.
Thank you all & good luck
for 2019 and look forward
to seeing you around the
club as a spectator watching
Nathan and Sam continue to
plod around the great ovals!

Tony Lawrence
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Premiers: Womens Division 1R
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Club Award Winners
Life Member:
Dr F.N. Le Messurier
Lieutenant - Colonel Frederick
Neill Le Messurier (“Freddy”)
dob 1891.

until 1936 (premiers in 1929
and 1932, and runners up in
1930, 1933, and 1934).
Remarkable life / War Service
•

Completed medical degree
1913, Enlisted for WW1 in
1914 aged 23, served in
Gallipoli, Egypt and on the
Western Front in France

•

Distinguished Service Medal,
when in August 1918 east of
Hamel, France, he evacuated
wounded soldiers while
under fire.

•

Mobilised for WWII in
1940 (appointed Officer
in Command of the 105th
Australian General Hospital
in Adelaide – he supervised
the construction of the
repatriation hospital at Daw
Park).

Sporting achievements
•

Played with Adelaide
University Football Club
from 1910 - 1912

•

(Inter-Varsity Football in
1910 and 1911)

•

Cricket Club from 1908 –
1915 (Inter-Varsity Cricket in
1910)

•

•

•

Sports Awards: Blue for
Football in 1910, Blue for
Cricket in 1915
AUFC secretary 1911 (aged
20) – the AUFC’s first year
in the newly formed SAAFL
(undefeated premiers; the
team contained 11 former
SANFL league players
including Freddy, who had
played with North Adelaide);
premiers again in 1912 with
Freddy leading the team.
Upon returning from WW1,
in 1928 Freddy Le Messurier
became the inaugural
President of the Adelaide
University Football Club,
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•

Life Member:
Nathan Hallion
aka Harry Wong

•

Started with the AUFC in
2001 and received the Best
Club Freshman Award

•

“Retired” aged 19 (a club
record) after his 2nd season,
in the B grade. He said he had
other important commitments
and essentially had better
things to do with his life. 12

Freddy died on 19 May 1966
at age 75.

months later he realised he
didn’t in fact have anything
better to do with his life, and

Family Connection with AUFC
•

•

There is a strong family
connection with the Le
Messurier family at AUFC;
both of Freddy’s great
grandsons played for the
club.
Ben Lewis played 125
games, mostly in the
Division 1 team, between
2008 and 2016 and James
(Jack) Lewis represented
the club between 2001 and
2003, and 2008 and 2010
for 101 games. Jack was
runner-up for the Division 1
Best and Fairest in 2002

15 years later he has qualified
as a player life member
having now played 211 games,
many of them at the highest
level.
•

Received Club Letters in 2013

•

Deputy Chair to Bridgy
one year in the recent past.
Bridgy’s memory is that he
didn’t do much, but did it
with the best of intentions.

•

Personally my fondest
memory of Nathan is from
about 2013. Shortly before
his death Norm Shierlaw,
who was then aged in his
early 90’s, spoke to the
players in the change-rooms

after the ANZAC day match,

cold days.

in memory of his brother

In 1953 he was awarded
honorary life membership of the
AUFC – just the 3rd person to
be honoured in this way.

John, killed in WW2. Nathan
spontaneously stood and
responded on behalf of
the players, to convey their
respect. Those who were
there will remember it well
– it was a beautiful Blacks
moment. It spoke volumes for
Nathan’s character.

Hall of Fame:
Henry “Long’Un”
Wilson

The club was shocked at his
death in 1956. The university
newspaper On Dit reported that
he was “a great friend, a person
about whom you could say
nothing was too much trouble.
He did what he did for the love
of sport and the people he met.”

Hall of Fame:
Jo Richardson

As the name implies, he was a
very tall, lean man
If you look back through the
team photos for the period
between 1928-1956 you will
see one constant: the imposing
figure of Mr Wilson, standing to
one side, towering over most of
the footballers he treated over
such a long period.
He possessed a string of
remedies of dubious medical
origin.
His use of oil of wintergreen was
a forerunner to the dencorub
and deep heat compounds of
today.
He had a habit of pouring a little
bit of sherry into the cordial at
3/4 time to liven the team up on

Jo’s resilience has been
remarkable, although
believe it or not she did
once suffer broken ribs in
the course of her work with
the Chardonnays – when
she fell off Rob Calley’s
bike after a few too many
wines on the annual ‘Tour de
Chards’.

•

Apart from that minor
misdemeanour Jo has been
thoroughly professional
throughout every one of
her 29 years at the club.
Apart from the time she
joined a couple of the B
grade boys in the showers
following their 1992 GF loss.
David O’Byrne (Boonie),
who’d already showered and
dressed, evidently found
he’d missed a spot and went
back in for a 2nd shower.

•

Jo is the Inaugural female
inductee to the Hall of
Fame. She joins just 8 others
in this select group.

•

She is a popular, enduring,
and most deserving
inductee into the Hall of
Fame of the Adelaide
University Football Club

This was an honour he
treasured, as university football
was clearly a substantial part of
his life.

Little else is, known of his life
– and we have been unable to
trace any descendants – but one
can be sure that Long’Un would
be utterly delighted to be just
the 9th person to be inducted
into the AUFC Hall of Fame.
Henry Long’Un Wilson was head
trainer of the AUFC for 29 years,
from 1928 until his death in 1956.

•

•

AUFC physio 1990-current
(29 years and counting)

•

Physio for 2 teams every
Saturday for many years

•

AUFC head physio 2004

•

Outstanding service award
2002

•

Life membership 2012

•

Club Letters for service to
AU Sport 2017
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Club Award Winners
Best Club Member
2018:

Outstanding
Service 2018:

Craig Evans

Darien O'Reilly

Simon Ritchie
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Kalon Green

Player Higher Achievements
SAWFL Team of the
Year:
Kelly Barltrop
Tess Baxter
Nicole Collie
Ebony O'Dea
Matilda Zander
SAWFL Division 1
Leading Goal Kicker:
Kelly Barltrop
SANFL Women
Representatives:
South Adelaide
(Premiers):

Matilda van Riel

SAAFL Team of the Year:

Matilda Zander

Todd Pfeiffer

Nicola Burns

Matt Langridge

Rhianna Peate
Stana Zecevic
Tess Baxter
Whitney Benson

North Adelaide Reserves

Chelsea Masclet

Premiership Player:

Emily Tromans

Mitch Marini

Emma Alexander
Esther Boles
Jane Altschwager

Anne Hatchard

Kelly Barltrop

Courtney Gum

Nadia von Bertouch

Elisabeth Davison

Nicole Collie

Norwood:

Aiden Offe

Charlotte Bond

Jessica Edwards

Stacey Richardson

Ryan Marini

North Adelaide:

Krissie Steen (Coach)

Kristi Harvey

Adelaide SANFL League:

Glenelg Reserves:
Damon Robinson

Sturt Reserves:
Will Ballard
Sam Hargreaves

Sturt:
Julie Power
Paxton Mattner

Adele Gibson
Cassie Tsoumbris

Glenelg:

Ebony O'Dea

Alexandra Fitridge

Georgia Taylor
Jane Fitzgerald
Jo Hill
Kate Fenton
Marijana Rajcic
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Memoir & Player Profile
250 Games - Simon Lewis
It is fitting that these two blokes
celebrate milestones on the same
day as they have a) lined up in
the same team on 90 occasions,
and b) both epitomise what
makes Adelaide University the
the Greatest Football Club in the
World (albeit from opposite ends
of the spectrum).
One is one of the state’s most
popular men, a media darling
universally known for his
flashiness, shrewd moves, suave
ways and whose contact book
and Facebook friends list rivals
that of the White Pages (RIP).
The other is a politician.
One rocks up late because he’s
just crawled in from Friday night
karaoke at the Lord Melbourne.
The other is late because he’s
overseeing the removal of c0ck
and balls from his election
posters.
One has won three JT Goose
awards (and too many other
nominations to count).
The other won the right to play
second fiddle to Steven ‘More of
a snooze than Snooze’ Marshall
and Sam ‘Duck, Dulux, Cat-Dog’
Duluk.
But if there is one thing best
mates and Scum stalwarts
Simon ‘Palsy’ (formerly the Story
Teller) Lewis and Peter ‘The
Future Premier’ Malinauskas
share in common (apart from
super impressive Peter Garrett
impersonations), it is that they
both bleed for The Blacks. Or in
the case of Palsy, given eight of
his nine lives.
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250 club games is a remarkable
feat in any one’s books, but
moreso when your medical
record includes a duel with Jack
Dancer, a broken neck, a bout of
septicaemia (which required near
amputation and an extended stay
watching the Simpsons in Spanish
in a Barcelona hospital), multiple
broken collar bones (including
re-breaking one wing with a JT
Goose-winning somersault off
a couch), knee surgery, various
broken fingers, concussions,
stitches to forehead, chin, eye,
a cassowary bite, and numerous
other ailments.

Blacks debut way back in 1999. Is
it a coincidence that this was the
same year as the club’s last senior
flag? Because after celebrating
three of his own (2004, 2005,
2013, not to mention those from
any other team he has had a
passing involvement in) surely it is
time for the A-Grade to give him
the fitting send off he deserves.

Such is Palsy’s uninsurable
qualities that on the occasion
of his Life Membership-earning
200th game, two-time B@stards
premiership coach Al ‘Broadarse’
Broadbent provided an excerpt of
the eulogy he had on hand while
coaching him from 2002-2006:

It is this kind of insight and
leadership that has made the
Future Premier such an important
acquisition since the one and
only JC Superstar lured him from
What's a Kenilworth in 2008 (no
surprise that Dirty snuck him
straight into the Chards side).

"I was convinced I was going to
have to deliver this at some point
during this period and yet here
he is still going strong. At the
height of my B@stards Lewi was
our spirit (mainly vodka) animal, I
always said the team rose and fell
with Lewi, he was my barometer.
We rose when he ran out and
we were our worst when he was
out/out all night on a Friday …
We super Sundayed like it was
our last and we celebrated our
victories with a reckless abandon
that came from Lewi's infectious
all-or-nothing attitude. Great club
man and the best team man to
have."

This man plays footy in the same
way he plays with political careers
- unforgiving, unconventional and
highly effective.

In short, Palsy has been bringing
the all-consuming good-time,
party-at-all-costs vibe since his

Like Palsy, the Future Premier was
a key player in the Scum’s longawaited 2013 premiership, both

As the Future Premier once said,
“Fun needs Lewy, just as much as
Lewy needs fun.” (And speaking
of needs, memo to Lawrie and
Scum teammates: he also needs
just five more goals to crack the
ton).

He loves nothing more than to
clunk a strong pack mark, throw
mouthguard on the ground, spit
three times, and stagger in with
a stutter that would make Josh
Kennedy blush. The shots more
often than not sail through the
sticks (and everyone in Adelaide’s
wider metropolitan area hears
when they don’t). And every
single one of those 174 sausage
rolls has cleared the goal line by a
standard 1.5m.

on field and off as he steered
coach Bunny from the calicivirus.
In recent times he has
transformed the Scum into his
own crack Labor apparatchik
(what was that midweek
Parliament House dinner really
all about?), a traveling political
roadshow to help win back
the disenchanted voters in the
heartlands of the north and
Port peninsula (with no help
from Sammy Lawrence) while
generating all manner of positive
publicity for the club.

Weight: 85kg plus

Angriest: Sam Lawrence,

Guernsey Number: 118

Adam Pearce.

Games Played: 250

Best Looking: Matt Beilby (better

Goals Kicked: 95 goals (forward
line this week to kick 5?)
Junior Footy Club: Fitzroy (SA)
and North Adelaide/Collingwood

looking than John)
Coaches Pet: Nathan and Sam
Lawrence
Most Courageous: Darragh

Mini League

Coughlan

Premierships? 3 Scum Flags

Hairiest: Matt Heath

Describe yourself as a footballer

Widest Playing: Big Adrian

(In 30 words or less):

Howard / Fatty Little Darren

A lower grade footballer known

Graetz

You can bet your bottom dollar
this pair will be leading the
charge to the Esky post-game to
toast their mighty achievement
with a can of Bob's favourite as
Palsy gives a Pffffft-filled account
of the afternoon’s proceedings.

for my marking prowess, speed

Worst Handballer: Adrian

and work rate. Have the physical

Howard, Alex Ireland (only played

strength and size to match the

2 games with him)

best opposition forwards in the C6

Best sledge you’ve Given or

Favorite Movie:

the worst C6 footballer that has

After an incredible 90 games in
the same team, will Saturday's
trip to Mawson Lakes be the last
time these lower grade legends
are seen together in a Blacks
guernsey? Time will tell. But their
legacy is ensured for generations
to come.

Any of the Tarantino movies

ever played this division

Actor: Christopher Waltz

Favorite Player at the Club &

Favorite Player Nickname:

Why: Monty Swift as he is an

competition.

Smithy/Pricey/Rohdey/Lawrie/

play A grade footy.

Favorite Band or Song:

Favorite Club Song: The Club

Midnight Oil

Song.

Least Favorite Opposition Club:

Ask yourself a question and

Football/Sporting Superstitions:
6 beers on a Friday night.

Simon
“Palsy"
Lewis.

inspiration to midgets pushing to

Lee

PAC and SPOC.

- Matt Heath and Clinton Rule

received: Apart from me, you are

answer it: Do you think you are
too old to be still playing football?
Yes, I probably am seeing there
are guys in our team that weren’t

When you were 14, what poster

born when I made my debut for

did you have on the back of your

the Blacks….although Wolverine

bedroom door?

is 50 years old, and is still

Roosters veteran Graeme Kellett

playing???!! I think Howie is even

Favourite AFL Club: Crows

older than that too.

Favourite AFL Player: Tom Lynch
Of the AUFC players you have

Full Name:

played with which Player is?

Simon Lewis

(Must not answer with yourself):

Club Nickname/s:

Smartest: Rob Malinauskas

Palsy, Lewie, Saturday night.

Dumbest: Peter Malinauskas /

Age: 37

Seb Ciccarello

Height: 6'1

Funniest: Clinton Rule
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250 AUFC
Games Simon Lewis
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200 AUFC
Games Andrew Alesci
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Player Profile
Andrew
“SSAles"
Alesci.

Salisbury, Tee Tree Gully,

(sorry mate)

Rostrevor, SPOC, PAC, just to

Worst Handballer: Only just

name a few.

started playing with this guy but

Football/Sporting Superstitions:

has rocketed to my number one

Full Name:

Superstitions faded many years

worst handballer – Alex Ireland

Andrew Alesci

ago.

Best sledge you’ve Given or

Club Nickname/s:

When you were 14, what poster

received: Get a hair-cut you Uni

SSAles

did you have on the back of your

poof. Received many times,

Age: 34

bedroom door?

usually from guys lacking hair.

Height: 178cm

Had the multiplication tables of

Favorite Player at the Club &

course!

Why: Simon Sharley

Favourite AFL Club: Crows

Favorite Club Song: Green Ginger

Favourite AFL Player:

Wine

Dustin Martin

Ask yourself a question and

Of the AUFC players you have

answer it: Will Hallion play a

played with which Player is?

game this year – without a doubt

(Must not answer with yourself):

yes (getting itchy aren’t you

Smartest: Tom Martin

mate)

Weight: 82kg plus
Guernsey Number: 16
Games Played: 200
Goals Kicked: 90 odd goals
Junior Footy Club: Broadview
Premierships? B grade in 03.
Lost a few.
Describe yourself as a footballer
(In 30 words or less):

Dumbest: Jack (I’m not giving a
surname)

In and under. Like it rough.
Favorite Movie:

Funniest: Jack Grieger (god that
kid made me laugh)

Die Hard
Actor: Bruce Willis
Favorite Player Nickname:
Bok Choy
Favorite Band or Song:
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Least Favorite Opposition
Club: Port District, Goodwood,

Angriest: Adam Pearce (back in
the day).
Best Looking: Eddie Dadds
Coaches Pet: Lukas Antoniadis
Most Courageous: Damien
Cunningham
Hairiest: Nathan Hallion
Widest Playing: Craig Bankes
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200 AUFC
Games Damien Tofan
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Player Profile
Damien

Favorite Band or Song:

for him (at park ten during zoo

“Tofu the meat

End of the line. Travelling Wilbur’s

feeding time).

substitute"

Least Favorite Opposition Club:

Favorite Player at the Club &

Cedars

Why: Howie, countless years and

Football/Sporting Superstitions:

hours of volunteering for the club

Ignore warmup & pre game Rev

Favorite Club Song: Scum song

up.

(but only after a loss).

When you were 14, what poster

Ask yourself a question and

Club Nickname/s:

did you have on the back of your

answer it: Is it OK to drop in on

Tofu the meat substitute. The

bedroom door?

Rulei? Yes.

Agitator

Nirvana

Age: 35

Favourite AFL Club: Melbourne

Height: 175cm

Favourite AFL Player:

Weight: 68kg plus

Warwick Capper

Guernsey Number: 4

Of the AUFC players you have

Tofan.
Full Name:
Damien Tofan

Games Played: 210
Goals Kicked: 50 goals
Junior Footy Club: n/a
Premierships? Chards x2
Scum x1
Describe yourself as a footballer
(In 30 words or less):
Strong in the one percenters, poor
in the other ninety-nine
Favorite Movie:
Major league
Actress: Scarlett Johansson
Favorite Player Nickname:
Nickname Redundant

played with which Player is?
(Must not answer with yourself):
Smartest: Stefan Musolino
Dumbest: Alex Martinson (Chimp)
Funniest: Howie
Angriest: Sam Lawrence
Best Looking: Rambo
Coaches Pet: Pete Mally
Most Courageous: Matt
Henderson
Hairiest: Matt Mayes
Widest Playing: Sam Duluk
Best sledge you’ve Given or
received: Telling a hairy opponent
that I think his wife is calling
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150 AUFC Games Nigel Venning
Michael Heath
Hamish Crouch
Peter Malinauskas
Daniel Polkinghorne
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100 AUFC Games Monty Swift
Robert Calley
Darcy Bateman
Sebastian Gray
Tom Bell
Joshua Stewart
Sean Philpot
Lukas Antoniadis
James Watson
Nicholas Heath
Alexander Howes
Josh Richards
Ben Sanders
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Bob Neil Commonwealth
Games Torch Holder
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Ladies Day
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Indigenous Round
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Annual Dinner
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Best of the
Substandard
Introduction of the
Year:
Those who still read this
publication (are there any of
you out there?) may recall that
last week in the Substandard we
declared the coming weekend
might be the Greatest Blacks
Weekend Ever.
We faced ridicule. Old-stagers
crawled out of the woodwork
proclaiming some long-ago
Saturday in nineteen-dicketytwo as the greatest because
Ha'Penny Jones kicked 23 goals
straight against Dentist's College
and sculled 4 pints of ale while
doing the charleston with Flossy
Wallace at the Nursing Ball
directly afterwards.*

moments of genuine hilarity for
AUFC supporters and presumably
some moments of genuine
horror for those cheering on the
Tarnished Spooners. Here's a nice
photo of the boys all dressed up
as Nerds, a.k.a. Hugh Mugford. As
you can tell by the lack of visible
bodily fluids this was taken just
before the pub crawl started:

Well weren't we thrilled when
the weekend surpassed even our
wildest expectations. 8/9 wins
for the club. Eight out of nine.
Maths/Science students will tell
you that's a winning percentage
of close to 88.9%, a bloody HIGH
DISTINCTION!

Cheered on by a raucous support
crew fuelled by wine + cheese
(in the case of the B Grade) and
burgers + Kahlua + milk (in the
case of the aforementioned B@
stards) the A Grade men were
able to pull off a stunning win
against the Tarnished Spooners.
It's fair to say that after Lukas
"Oppppaaa" Antoniades, Hamish
"Hayyyymooo" Crouch and Eddie
"Ya Mum's Ya" Dadds combined
in the last quarter for three of
the worst misses ever seen on
Uni Oval, morale was not high.
Somehow Smithy's Smelly #1's
recovered to slam on two goals
in the final 3 minutes and snatch
a win from the ugly red jaws of
defeat. Those watching (and
playing) were slightly perplexed
to see the Spooners rush a behind
under minimal-pressure when up
by a point with about a minute
and a half to go, but hey, who are
we to demean another team's
well-thought-out, very intelligent
late-game tactics.

There were plenty of highlights;
the B@stards' appearance at
Bob Neil #1 post their annual
Burger/Beer crawl through
North Adelaide provided some

Around the grounds the
Illegitimate Children and Chards
conspired to ensure the Spooners
went home to Park 9 with their
tails firmly between their legs,

*Names and events described in
this paragraph may not be true.
Any alleged ridicule directed at
this publication also may or may
not have actually occurred. We
wish people cared about this rag
enough to ridicule it.*
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Duncan "Swoopa" McIntosh
lighting up Bob Neil #1 with four
goals, of which three were from
nearly impossible spots on the
boundary line.
In his first game of footy for
the year for the B Grade (after
playing Chards last week) Sam
"Poodle" Pittman was clearly
trying his best to endear himself
to TD. After being told from the
bench (quite reasonably I might
add) to push up to the correct
spot in the press, Pitto turned,
enraged, foaming at the mouth,
to the sidelines and screamed
"I'M UP ON THE F*%#ING LINE
TD!!" Interesting tactic Pitto. It's
okay though, TD is a completely
reasonable, non-confrontational,
level-headed bloke and I'm sure
he wouldn't drop someone for
such a minor reas---...
Ahh. Yeahh. Pitto if I were you I'd
probably be checking below for
where the Scum are playing this
weekend.
The Brady Bunch spanked
B!tchum comprehensively, and the
Scum didn't let some pregame
organisational shenanigans from
Queen Elizabeth bother them
on the way to a comfortable
win (BAD SCUM). For more on
the baffling story that unfolded
pre-Scum game check out this
link from The Advertiser. Anyway
Mally kicked 7, and as far as
my intricate understanding of
SA politics goes that directly
translates in to at least 3 seats at
the next election, right?
The women's side of the club
continued to impress, the Bs and
As clinically dismantling Port
Adelaide under beautiful sunlight
on Bob Neil #1 on Sunday. The Bs
are currently the only undefeated
team in the club and don't look
anywhere close to losing any

time soon. A cursory check of
the Division 1Res ladder shows
they've conceded a mere 29
points in FIVE GAMES so far this
year, whilst piling on a lazy 290.
The As are on a 3-game winning
streak after starting the year 0-2.
Onya girls.
Just quietly, the A and B grade
men and womens teams have
now won a combined 17 games
in a row between them. That is
remarkable. This cheeky snap of
El Presidente Mr Dadds tripleparked on beers and clearly
several red wines deep postLong Lunch accurately sums up
the state of the club over the
weekend:
Unfortunately it is also our solemn
and completely unpleasurable
duty to inform the C Grade
women that as the only losing
team in the club this weekend
they have the ignominious duty
of providing the club with a keg
of beer for Super Sunday. For
those unaware of the age-old keg
system it is as follows:
8/9 wins = the sole losing team
buys a keg for everyone.
9/9 wins = A Grade coaches buy a
keg for everyone (cheers Smithy/
Guy, hope that clause was well
hidden in your contracts).
8/9 wins with the Scum as the
only team to lose = everyone buys
the Scum a keg.
1/9 wins with the Scum as the
only team to win = Scum buys
everyone a keg.
A logical system based around
a reasonable expectation that
the Scum will do their utmost to
lose, and everyone else should be
winning at all times...
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Intervarsity Report 2018
After a bumpy start to
the day, which included
an unscheduled 4-hour
stopover at Melbourne
Airport, the AU Intervarsity
footy team arrived at ANU’s
South Oval on Tuesday the
17th of April itching for a
game of football.
With the players disembarking
the bus to the oval after a solid
8 hours in transit, a 4am wakeup that morning, a red-hot
Canberra sun in full operation,
several Guinnesses at the Irish
pub in Melbourne Airport and
only 40 minutes until the start of
the game, you would have been
forgiven for thinking they might
have come out a little bit rusty in
the first quarter.
However, led by the pinpoint tapwork and somewhat surprising
aerobic endurance of Liam Duhne
in the ruck, AU were dominant
from the opening bounce
(which, rather anticlimactically,
had to be recalled by the field
umpire in a fair indication of the
attempted AFL-style officiating
to come). Only accuracy in front
of goal prevented the Blacks
from attaining a dominant lead
within the opening salvo. In the
last ten minutes of the opening
quarter the sharpshooters finally
found their range. Tom "New Tex"
Walker (ironically who also seems
to be wearing old Tex's famous
#47) nursed through the opening
goal, before late inclusion Doug
"Jugs" Radford nailed the first of
his three classy goals for the day
on the run from near the leftforward flank boundary.
The Blacks went in to quartertime with a reasonable, but not
yet unattainable 5 goal lead.
Coach Michael Dadds was full of
optimism at the first break – the
midfield rotations were working
well, and the only thing needed
was a bit more polish going
forward.
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The second quarter produced
probably the best overall
football of the day. Eddie "Ya
Mums Ya" Dadds returned to his
natural habitat in the wide-open
expanses of the outer-wing and
(given a fairly inexplicably long
leash by his opponent) was able
to sit out in space and, along with
Melvin "Shelvin" Craig, act as a
conduit from half-back to halfforward all game. Several times
the Blacks were able to move the
football completely untouched
by the opposition from full-back
to full-forward in the matter
of seconds, one particularly
memorable play from a kickout resulting in a lethal Sam
"Pig" Penniment finish down the
opposite end of the field almost
before the opposition realised the
ball had been brought back in to
play. With a 10-goal lead at the
half, it was fair to say the game
was under Blacks control.
To the full credit of ANU they
started the second half with a
renewed attack on the ball, and
their captain James Hancock
stopped arguing with the umpire
for 10 seconds to deservedly put
their first goal on the board after
some nifty play inside forward
50. If it wasn’t for the sterling
defensive efforts of Luke "Toby's
Mate" Orbons, Lachie "I almost
played AFL" Cameron, Jacko
"Newfound Pipes" Dearing, Ryder
"Rough Rider" Thomas and Toby
"Eddie Mercury" Maughan that
total would’ve been much higher.
Despite starting somewhat
sluggishly in the third quarter, the
Blacks were able to claw their
way back in the ascendancy with
some classy football.
Play of the day occurred on
the near wing as Harry Walters,
Cam McPherson and Ben Adams
were somehow able to maintain
possession of the ball in the
tightest of spaces hemmed
up against the boundary line,
handballing back and forth
between themselves and

remarkably evading would-be
tacklers under extreme pressure.
This sequence happened to
unfold right in front of the
stunned ANU bench, the playby-play commentator heard to
remark (begrudgingly and very
understatedly) “jeez… That’s some
pretty good footy”. Yes, yes it
was.
By the start of the last quarter
it was obvious that fatigue had
set in heavily on both sides. Tom
"Windmills" Milton had been kept
fresh on the bench for this exact
reason (or perhaps it was the
excessive Guinness consumption)
and was thrown in to full-forward
in place of a hobbled Patty "Bear
in the Square" Baker. Milton did
his best not to mark the laserlike kicks which were hitting him
on the tit, however they proved
unavoidable and he eventually
failed to avoid dropping one.
Nick "Cordial" Cottrell continued
to crash packs at centre-half
forward and was perhaps unlucky
not to finish with a handful of
goals. ANU fought out the game
admirably and had the run of
the play for large periods of the
last quarter without necessarily
translating this in to scoreboard
success.
With a place in the national final
on the line next month against
Melbourne, the Blacks relished
the opportunity for a hit-out and
will be a much better side for the
experience.
Adelaide University 17.11.113
belted ANU 3.3.21
Best Players: L Duhne, E Dadds,
J Dearing, R Thomas, N Cottrell,
L Cameron, C McPherson, H
Walters, M Craig, D Radford.
Goal Kickers: 3 D Radford, N
Cottrell. 2 T Walker, T Milton. 1 E
Dadds, M Craig, C McPherson, S
Penniment, P Baker, S Harms, B
Watson.
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Adelaide University came
home with a wet sail, and
had a shot after the final
siren to win the game, but
were ultimately beaten to
a spot in the first Varsity
Challenge Cup final by
Melbourne University..
Melbourne began the day
kicking with two-goal breeze,
and skipped out to a handy lead
at quarter-time. Adelaide were
dominating the stoppages but
some missed chances in front
of goal were costly. Melbourne’s
quick ball-movement and silky
skills were proving difficult to
combat, as they successfully
turned defence in to attack on
several occasions.
The second stanza saw a much
more polished Adelaide outfit,
some strong tapwork from Liam
Duhne and clearances from Ben
Adams leading the way. Ryder
Thomas looked like a constant
threat at full-forward, however
his failure to return to the field
after a hamstring injury late in the
second quarter was perhaps the
turning point in the match. The
score at halftime was an accurate
reflection of the quality of the
contest; dead level.
The third quarter was an
armwrestle. Again, Adelaide
missed some chances in front of
goal, which were punished by
Melbourne down the other end
of the ground. Nick Cottrell was
thrown in to defence to stem
the flow, his ability to follow up
when the ball was on the ground
a highlight. However, kicking with
the breeze, Melbourne were able
to blow the game wide open with
two quick goals in the last two
minutes of the quarter.
Adelaide entered the final change
trailing by three goals, but with
the knowledge that the wind was
firmly in their favour. An early
goal by Harry Walters, followed
by another by Elias Tsouvallas
left Adelaide trailing by less than
a goal and set the scene for the
frantic final minutes of the game.
Melbourne had a series of golden
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opportunities to put the match
beyond reach, and had the ball
locked in their forward 50 for long
periods of time but were unable
to convert in front of goal.
With the clock running down a
series of freekicks to Ben Watson
and Toby Maughan down the
outer wing of University Oval led
to a brilliant, juggling mark by
Harry Walters about 45 metres
out from the Adelaide goal, on
the tightest of angles. Before he
was given the chance to centre
the ball the siren sounded.
Unfortunately for Adelaide the
kick proved too harsh a task,
just squeezing in for a point and
denying the Blacks the chance
to advance to the national final.
Melbourne University were
undeniably the better team for
long periods of the game and
thoroughly deserved to win what
was an absorbing contest.
Adelaide University 7.10 52
defeated by Melbourne University
8.8.56
Best Players: N Cottrell, T
Maughan, S Penniment, B Adams,
E Dadds, M Craig, H Walters.
Goal Kickers: N Cottrell 2. A
Curyer, E Tsouvallas, H Walters, R
Thomas, E Dadds 1.

Best at Intervarsity 2018:
Eddie Dadds

University Blues - Letters &
Awards
Blue:
A Blue is awarded to
UofA students, who
are members of an AU
Sport club and who
have had outstanding
performances at a state
or national level.
Ben Adams (Football)

Nicole Collie (Football)

UNIVERSITY Club
Letters –
Competition 2018:
Club Letters are awarded
for significant service to
an AU Sport club and for
sporting achievement.
'Competition Letters' are
present to those who
have been recognised
for their achievement at
community level. 'Service
Letters' are presented
to those who have been
involved with the club for
a number of years and
often filling volunteer
roles.

Peter Malinauskas
(Football)
Ryan Marini (Football)
Aiden Offe (Football)
Todd Pfeiffer (Football)
Daniel Polkinghorne
(Football)
Nigel Venning (Football)
Matilda Zander (Football)
UNIVERSITY Club
Letters – Service:
Peter Abrey (Football)

Kelly Barltrop (Football)

Wayne Abrey (Football)

Tess Baxter (Football)

Sam Bridgwood
(Football)

Hamish Crouch
(Football)
Ebony O’Dea (Football)

Matthew Langridge
(Football)

Michael Heath
(Football)

Darien O’Reilly (Football)
Simon Ritchie (Football)
Certificate of Merit (IV):
Liam Duhne (Football)

Georgia Taylor (Football)
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Allen Greer
1928 - 2018
AUFC Coach
1960 - 1967.

Training was largely circle work

came in 1967.

and running exercises often under

Allen had many fine qualities, a

only a single spotlight fixed to

true gentleman, vast football

the grandstand roof. He went to

knowledge, humility and respect

Allen was appointed AUFC

his first Intervarsity in Hobart and

for his players, rarely needing

coach in for 1960 after he had

learned much about students and

to raise his voice, and always

led Riverside to victory over

their approach to football.and

approachable. At selection, he

University in the 1959 A1Grand

many enduring friendships began.

was meticulous and fair no matter

Final, and thus began the “Golden

Success soon followed with a

what team was being considered.

Years" of the Club's long and

hatrick of A1 premiershipsand

He was a friend and guide to

proud history.

one of his most treasured wins, a

many young men in their football

victory over a strong Melbourne

careers and their lives and was

side in the final of the1961

always supported by his wife

Intervarsity competition at the

Betty, who became a good friend

Gabba in Brisbane.

of the players and their partners

for South Australia and a stalwart

His coaching philosophy was

Allen continued to attend

of port District Cricket. His

simple - beat your opponent,

reunions with old players, the last

running proficiency earned him

get the ball and move it to a

being only a few weeks before

the nickname of” racehorse”.

teammate in a better position.

he died, and he was delighted

Allen was also a pioneer in the

to catch up with his first club

use of attacking handball which

captain, Rhodes Scholar Brian

could change a game very

Seppelt, after many years, and

quickly.

although frail he was still keen to

premierships as the ultimate

Further premierships came,

know all about his old players and

experience for footballers.

including 4 in lower grades which

finished with one of his gentle

were just as important as winning

jokes.

A1 for him.

Vale Allen and thanks for your

number of talented first-year

The playing group constantly

immense contribution to the

students, and insisted that all

changed with many of the leading

Adelaide University Football Club.

teams trained together, initially

players going straight into SANFL

3 teams which rapidly grew to 6

teams and graduates not allowed

over his tenure, as he wanted all

to continue playing, so that

players to know each other and

only one member of the hatrick

build club spirit. This did cause

winning sides played in the 1965

some congestion at training but

premiership team just 3 years

was most effective.

later. Yet another Premiership

He was an outstanding
sportsman, a champion
PortAdelaide footballer with 173
SANFL games and 3 appearances

He brought with him the best
of the strong Port traditions
including unselfishness and
teamwork and the need to win

He set out to build a team with
a mix of senior players and a
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John Sangster

For more premiership photos invitation to check out our recently constructed premiership
page: uniblacksfc.com.au/premierships
We can proudly say...
“Our first 101 Premierships/IV Championships has taken 112 years!”
Our mission is to update this page with all 101 (including intervarsity) premiership photos!
Help Bob make this happen with your support!
If you have a Premiership photo that is not yet on the above page, please send it to:
marketing@uniblacksfc.com.au
AUFC Annual Report 18
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Player Sponsors
Mens:
Aidan Offe
Sponsored by:
Andrew Lamb
Alex Moore
Sponsored by:
Mark Slade
Purple Hands Wines

Ben Adams
Sponsored by:
Matt and John Bielby
Olinda Street Investments

Ben Smelt
Sponsored by:
Trevor Smelt

Ben Watson
Sponsored by:
Peter Maddern
Palmerston Projects

Callum Axford
Sponsored by:
Peter Sharley
Trees for Life

Carson Clark
Sponsored by:
Richard Foster
St Marks
Charlie Parker
Sponsored by:
Stephen Parker
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Damian Cunningham
Sponsored by:
Anthony Carrocci
Buildtec

Damien Tofan
Sponsored by:
Sam Duluk

Darcy Bateman
Sponsored by:
Mr Bateman

Darragh Coughlan
Sponsored by:
Tom Bernard
Rider Levitt Bucknall

Duncan McIntosh
Sponsored by:
Josh McIntosh

Eddie Dadds
Sponsored by:
Michael Durrant

Ethan Moore
Sponsored by:
Sam Bridgwood
Adelaide Wealth
Management

Gabriel Sananda
Sponsored by:
Da Vinci Creations

Hamish Crouch
Sponsored by:
Nigel Brophy
Asset Development
Services

Jack Keynes
Sponsored by:
Michael Dadds
Dadds Jandy Lawyers

Jackson Dearing
Sponsored by:
Mark Dearing

Jack Francis
Sponsored by:
Wire It Electrical

Jasman Singh
Sponsored by:
Brian Austin

Josh Stewart
Sponsored by:
Michael Sage

Josh Willis
Sponsored by:
Michael Kenny
Kalon Green
Sponsored by:
Ian Green

Kane Daly
Sponsored by:
Glen Watson

Monty Swift
Sponsored by:
Stephen Aboud		

Stefan Jankewicz
Sponsored by:
Chris Field

Lewis Parker
Sponsored by:
Sam Nickless

Nicholas Cottrell
Sponsored by:
Dr James Katsaros

Toby Kewell
Sponsored by:
Steve Walker
St Andrews Hospital

Lukas Antoniadas
Sponsored by:
Jason Obbiettivo
Mantina Q&C Supply

Nick Langridge
Sponsored by:
Rick Sarre

Matt Allan
Sponsored by:
Richard Kimber

Matthew Langridge
Sponsored by:
Mark Wellington

Ryan Marini
Sponsored by:
Mr John Marini

Sam Hargreaves
Sponsored by:
Bradley Demitrio

Matthew Slade
Sponsored by:
Beth Filmer

Sam McCormack
Sponsored by:
Anthony Di Marzo
Lucid Consulting

Max Jamieson
Sponsored by:
Scott Henchliffe

Sam Penniment
Sponsored by:
Tom Burke

Michael Leslie
Sponsored by:
Kym Beilby
Planisme

Sam Pittman
Sponsored by:
Mark Pittman
Taylor Collison

Mitch Marini
Sponsored by:
Mr John Marini

Simon Sharley
Sponsored by:
Peter Sharley
Trees for Life

Toby Maughan
Sponsored by:
Anonymous		

Todd Pfeiffer
Sponsored by:
Peter Malinauskas
Tom Davies
Sponsored by:
David Prescott

Will Ballard
Sponsored by:
Simon Ballard
Auto Masters
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Womens:
Alex Johnston
Sponsored by:
Samantha Hill Young

Courtney Donaldson

Jessica Wilson

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:

John Donaldson

Raymond Wilson

Ronco Motors

Intersport TTP & Intersport
Blackwood

Human Psychology
Dana Yeaman
Alex Ross
Sponsored by:
Michael Dadds

Sponsored by:

Kelly Barltrop

Tahnee Passmore Barns

Sponsored by:

Centre Bush Bus

Elsa Barltrop
Gardner Bearings

Dadds Jandy Lawyers
Emma Forrest
Annie Falkenberg
Sponsored by:
Heidi Unferdorben
Rotary Club of Adelaide

Brianna Watson
Sponsored by:
John Marston
Laundry Innovations

Cassie Tambouris
Sponsored by:
Brad Tambouris

Charlotte Proudman
Sponsored by:
Tim Proudman

Sponsored by:

Kayla Edwards

Darren Forrest

Sponsored by:

Litchfield Balancing

Karen Wood

Services

Engineering Inspection
Services Pty Ltd

Georgia Taylor
Sponsored by:

Maaike Williams

Leanne Cox

Sponsored by:

Land of Promise Hotel

Michael Eaton

Gigi Dadds
Sponsored by:
Patricia & Brian Dadds

Nicole Collie
Sponsored by:
Susan Biggs
Clelands Lawyers

Issy Tucker

Taylor Hand

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:

Marcus Bernardi

Philip Hand

Harry's Bar on Grenfell St

Philip Hand Electrical
Contractors

Chiara Owens
Sponsored by:
Gary Owens
Ezidri Australia

Willa Matchett
Sponsored by:
Michael Dadds
Dadds Jandy Lawyers
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Relax, Indulge, Escape….
Courtesy of VP and past player Dr Martin Altmann (Dart).
Come aboard and enjoy the Carpe Diem luxury houseboat, brand new in 2016, architecturally
designed and built to the highest standards – just add friends, food and drinks for the ideal
getaway
Sharp, sleek lines with modern building materials and a luxury fit out that would make
Bob Neil blush, the Carpe Diem will provide you with an unique houseboat experience second
to none!
Featuring 3 queen sized bedrooms and spacious front and rear lounges with inner spring
mattress sofa beds the Carpe Diem can sleep 6-10 people.
If the gorgeous River Murray scenery isn't enough, this luxury houseboat is also fitted with a
65 inch curved LED TV and bluetooth speakers to connect to any smartphone or iPod.
All you need is current road drivers license, cruising lesson provided on arrival.
Remember to tell them that Bob Neil sent you as there is a $500 kick back to the club.
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AUFC Members
Vice Presidents:

Honorary Members:

Ryan O’Keefe

Andrew Wright

Adam Kimber

Sam Pittman

Andrew Leunig

Andrew Faga

Sara Lane

Andrew Muir

Bel Ridgway

Steve Baxter

Beth Filmer

Tania Smith

Bev Miles

Tom Sharpe

Chris Mensforth

Tony Franzon

Anthony Dimarzo
Brian Austin
Cameron Mudge
Darren Thomas
David Gordon
David Prescott
Dr Martin Altmann
Dr Peter Sharley

Clayton Leslie
David Holst
David Penn
Graeme Dunstan

Bob Neil:
Andrew Deer
Andrew Lines

Egils Olekalns

Irene Neil

Gary Krievs

Jamie Butterfield

Anthony Burke

Gavin Cragg

jenny Baxter

Bob Mitchell

Grant Miles

Leanne Smith

Bob Neil

Janne Filmer

Libby Bridgwood

Brian Daniels

Michael Kenny

Martin Southern

Brian Davies

Peter DeCure
Peter Maddern
Peter Malinauskas
Rick

Sarre

Robert Cameron
Sam Bridgwood
Sam Duluk
Stephen Parker
Wesley Le Grand
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Maurie Bridgwood
Megan Wilsdon
Mike Daws
Neil Sanders
Nick Milligan
Peter Abrey
Phil Harper
Rob O’Shannassy

Andrew Luenig

Cameron Bryson
Dale Adams
Damian McGrath
Damian Newberry
Danny Wardleworth
Darren Graetz
David Bartlett
David Butler
Denis Harrison

Digby Hancock

Simon Dixon

David Lawry

Garry Davis

Tim Kelly

David Moore

Geoff Muecke

Trevor Wadham

David Nelson

Graham Dart

Will King

Dougal Whyte
Dr Neil Beagley

Greg Flavel
Hayden Kenneth Baillie
Iain Miller-Smith
Ian Dinnison
Ian Jamieson
Jeffrey Milton
Jim Woolcock
Jock McFarlane
John Goodwin
John Penhall
Mark Headland
Martin Bruening
Michael Evans
Morrie Croucher
Moss Bridgwood
Nathan Wuttke
Nick Hay
Nick Lewis
Peter Franklyn
Peter Milte
Richard Foster
Richard Porter
Robert Penhall
Roger Martin
Scott Uppington

Greys:
Adam Wilson
Adrian O'Dea
Alan McCarthy
Andrew Magarey
Andrew Puddy
Andrew Thomson
Anthony Fulwood
Anthony Roediger
Bill Measday
Bob Bradley
Brendon O'Callaghan
Brenton Emmett
Brett Dutschke
Brian Parsons
Byron Bartlett
Chanelle Caretti
Chris James
Chris Stewart
Chris Sumner
Darin Betro
Darren Davey
David Bradshaw
David Gambling

Dr Peter Clark
Dudley Hill
Eric Passaris
Fraser Warwick
Geoff Packer
George Kokar
Gerald Both
Gerard Beltrane
Gerard Ward
Graham Smith
Greg Kavanagh
Hon Kym Mayes
Hugh Harley
Ian Jago
Ian Haines
Ian Milne
Isaac Hinton
J P Rice
Jack Costello
Jeff Voigt
John Bishop
John Fraser
John Kite
John Mitchell
John Parker
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Nick Spencer

Simon Hanson

Jolyon Menz

Pat Arnfield

Simon Kokar

Kieran Harvey

Paul Favilla

Simon Tamke

Luke Rogers

Paul Rossiter

Simon Trumble

Marcus Trimboli

Peter Chester

Steve Adams

Mark Schwerdt

Peter Cooper

Steve McKee

Mark Watson

Peter Ford

Stuart Clark

Mark Woods

Peter Kidd

Tim Davidson

Max Pfitzner

Peter O'Donnell

Tom Charlton

Michael Ellery

Peter Rofe

Tom Lehman

Michael Heffernan

Rex Hunter

Tony Circelli

Michael Hughes

Richard Brown

Tony Mitchell

Michael Lewington

Robert Frears

Tony Stanley

Michael Walker

Ron Carey

Will Grant

Nick Britten Jones

Ron Corso

Will Honner

Nick Gray

Ross Johnson

Nick Piazza

Seb Wende
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Damian Leonard Photography

As always a big thank you to Damian for his selfless service, this publication would not
be the same without his acumen for photography.
All photos are available for purchase at: dldigital.smugmug.com/AUFC-2018
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Julianne Hein & Kym Bond
Photography

Another big thank you to Julianne Hein & Kym Bond for capturing the action from our
amazing girls this year. Kym's photos are available by clicking here.
Julianne's have been posted in the AUWFC's Facebook group.
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MORE INFORMATION
For more information on the club have
a look at the following links:

If you have any queries please contact any of the
following:

Club website
uniblacksfc.com.au

Michael Dadds
President
M: 0412 815 008
E: president@uniblacksfc.com.au

Adrian Howard
Men's Operations
M: 0418 809 031
E: menops@uniblacksfc.com.au

Peter Sharley
Chairman
M: 0407 840 202
E: peter.sharley@internode.on.net

Wayne Abrey
Women’s Operations
M: 0421 831 229
E: AUFCSecretary@hotmail.com

Facebook Page
facebook.com/adelaideunifootball
Facebook Page Women’s Football
facebook.com/theaufcw
Adelaide University Sport
theblacks.com.au
The Blacks LinkedIn Page
linkedin.com/company/adelaideuniversity-football-club
The Blacks Linkedin Business Group
linkedin.com/groups/Adelaide-UniversityFootball-Club-Business-5038844/about
The Blacks Youtube
youtube.com/user/Bob130Neil

Colin Casey
General Manager
M: 0438 112 538
E: football@theblacks.com.au

